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THE PERFECT
PRINT.
“Before printing was discovered, a
century was equal to a thousand years.”
- Henry David Thoreau
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THE COMPANY
Printing: is not merely a business for us, it is indeed an art we have
practiced to perfection over the years, creating an unblemished history in
which we embraced numerous clients and corporates who always found
our work beyond expectations. We are a one-stop shop for your specific
printing requirements; our customized solutions are tailored specifically to
your individual needs, ensuring the best results every time throughout the
prepress, printing, finishing and packaging process.
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Specialized in personalized data printing that is incorporated with stringent security procedures,
we always put costumers’ confidentiality first in delivering a timely and reliable service that leads
toward s the success of their respective organizations. Operating with a diverse range of services
from security printing and commercial printing to printed products and packaging , Digiscan
covers private sector, Government and Semi Government institutions including leading banks,
telecommunication service providers, FMCG Companies and many other business which are based
both locally and internationally.

OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

To become recognized as the benchark

To provide and maintain fast turnarounds,

of outstanding service, not just in the
printing industry but across all industries.
We pride ourselves on bringing results
that count in everything that we set out to

security and superior quality.

do through incorporation of cutting edge
technology and unparalleled dedication.
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VALUES & OBJECTIVES
We have pioneered novel and innovative print techniques and have acquired a great reputation in the industry for carrying out large scale
assignments with superior quality in a time bound manner. Digiscan’s long standing professionalism, high tech working environment, specialized
technical staff and attention to detail are the prominent components of its excellent service delivery.

Collaboration

Accountability

Transparency

We believe in collaborating
through relentless
teamwork. We focus on
collaboration instead of
competition.

Dedicated consistent
delivery of highest level of
product and service quality.
We hold ourselves and
our team accountable for
our actions, attitudes, and
results.

Integrity and transparency
are our foremost values.
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MANAGING DIRECTOR’S
MESSAGE
“Achieving perfection in everything we do is
the aspiration and ambition of the team of
professionals at Digiscan Secure Print Solutions.”

Achieving perfection in everything we do is the aspiration and ambition
of the team of professionals at Digiscan Secure Print Solutions. Over the

ROSHAN FERNANDO
FOUNDER / MANAGING DIRECTOR

past 2 decades, as a pioneering venture in the field of security printing
and packaging, we have become the preferred choice of many companies
and institutions both local and global. That is owing to highly personalized
services provided ensuring confidentiality at all levels of our operations.

Attention to detail and the perfect execution has resulted in our
products and services standing out well above average and our
focus on continuous improvement and timely innovation has
kept us far ahead in this extremely competitive and ever evolving
sector of business.
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EXCELLENCE IN PERFORMANCE
Going forward with our longstanding experience and expertise, Digican Secure Print Solutions
is dedicated to serve all our stakeholders specifically our valued customers diligently whilst
maintaining a safe and rewarding work place environment to our skilled and talented staff
members in the time to come...

SRI LANKA PRINT 2018, GOING GLOBAL
Over the years, Digiscan has consistently been among the top secure printers in Sri Lanka
having won Sri Lanka Print 2018, Going Global award by the Association of the Printers of Sri
Lanka for flexible packaging - non solvent category.

ISO 9001 - 2015
International standard for quality management.
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OUR TEAM OF PROFESSIONALS
Digiscan Secure Printing Solutions Pvt Ltd is empowered with a highly skilled team of professionals which comprises of industry experts in
printing and packaging related operations. With a solid track record of over 20 long years, the Digiscan team has successfully completed
numerous large scale projects to the best satisfaction of Sri Lankan as well as international clients.

PALITHA PERERA
CEO

TEAMWORK
ALWAYS WIN

ANIL KARIYAWASAM

SANKA DE SILVA

General Manager

Head of Marketing
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The unity in spirit and diversity in talents has enabled the Digiscan family to achieve excellence and drive
towards perfection through out its journey of success.

MANJULA DILEEP
Head of Finance

ATHULA
MANAMENDRA
Marketing Manager

SUGEESH
RATHNAYAKE
Head of D.P.S (IT)

RANJITH
SUBASINGHE
Sales Manager

PEOPLE,
PROCESS &
TECHNOLOGY
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MOHAMED ZAWAHIR

SUBASH SANJEEWA

Head Business Developments & Operations

Manager Graphic Division

MAHINDA FONSEKA

AHINSA SAMURDHI

Production Manager

HR MANAGER

NAVODA FERNANDO

DEEPAKA FERNANDO

International Relations Executive

International Relations Executive
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OUR SERVICES
A

Variable security data printing & Cheque printing

For our corporate clients confidentiality and privacy are the key elements which distinguish us from the ordinary service
providers. We excel in security date printing assuring highest standards of security at all times and it is endorsed by many a
client through their stern long term business relationships with Digiscan.
Secure Cheque printing is another specialized service of Digiscan that specifically caters to the banking and finance sector.
Regardless of the size or quantity we maintain the same superior quality in order to safe guard goodwill of their respective
organizations whilst delivering our printed products in a time bound manner assuring a smooth operational process.
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B

Secure Cheque Printing

Digiscan has earned an enviable reputation over 20 years for delivering 100% accuracy and our ISO
9001 accredited business provides a full manufacturing audit trail, amongst our security range are:

• Continuous cheques
• Demand Drafts

• Cheque Books
• Pay Orders

• CRN’s
• Certificates
• Dividend warrants

Our cheques include powerful anti-fraud security features making them virtually impossible to alter or
reproduce. Our Secure Cheque Printing process produces cheques embedded with following anti
fraud and non alterable features:

• Custom Security Design
• Security watermarked paper

We provide all
types of industrial
and commercial
printing solutions
to a wide cross
section of
customers ranging
from Banks, telecommunication
and public sector.

• MICR numbering
• Microtext

• Mandatory security inks
• Holograms

Our staff members are well focused on meeting highest technical and security standards without
compromising the great quality and elegant finish of the products by any means. Further we provide
advisory services on cheques, security and associated products such as printers and software. Our
comprehensive service process include designing, printing, fulfillment, mailing or delivering.
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Commercial Printing

For the corporate clients in the manufacturing and services sectors, we offer a wide
range of commercial printing services from flyers to brochures and business cards
to billboards. Our diverse clientele that represents numerous Government, Semi
Government, Insurance, banking sectors as well as private sector companies stand
testament to quality, creativity and punctuality of our services.
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D

Packaging

Proper packaging matters a lot for the success of a product. It has to be appealing
to the customer whilst protecting the product inside. At Digiscan, we are keen to
meet those basic requirements adding a touch of class to the end product which
our clients always find to their liking. We provide packaging solutions covering
various industries in the local and export market. Our packing is customized with
special effects at request of the client.

Printing made
perfect with us at
its highest quality
to attract the right
customer at the
right time.
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Envelope manufacturing
Being one of the country’s leading manufacturer of envelopes, Digiscan comes up with unique designed and neatly crafted
products that has won the trust of the clients over decades. A manufacturing process in the magnitude of over 3 million
envelopes per month is itself proving our prominent position in the industry.
With a wide variety of types and seals and various paper densities and qualities our range of commercial envelopes reach
far beyond the industry standards and are the preferred choice of many reputed corporates over the years.
To offer you a vast array of solutions, our Commercial Envelope manufacturing combines:
Cutting-edge design technologies
Lean manufacturing processes
The industry’s highest-quality printing capabilities
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Paper bag manufacturing
Ecolife paper bags would make your brand eco friendly as well as elegant. In an era where environment
protection has become the need of the hour, eco friendly degradable paper bags would enhance your brand
image immensely as a responsible corporate entity.
The bags we offer are made of the highest quality recycled papers and boards. We produce bags from
the following raw materials: recycled paper, kraft Paper, bank paper, recycled boxboard. Various weights
(machine bags from 90- 140 gsm, hand bags 100-310 gsm ) and sizes.
Before starting production, we carry out detailed consultations regarding the project. Customers can always
use the expert advice of our experienced graphic designers. As per your specific requirements on the bag,
our team will carry out a high end production process, that assures you a product with artistic durability.
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OUR RANGE OF PRODUCTS
Digiscan has always been at the forefront in high quality printing and packaging related products ensuring that the requirement of the
client is more than fulfilled. Highly dedicated and amply skilled staff members, high quality of the materials used and ultra modern plants
and machinery are bound to provide the desired output at any given time.

STATEMENTS

COMMERCIAL ENVELOPES

PACKAGING
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PRIME LABELS

CHEQUES

LEAFLETS

SQUARE ENVELOPES

BILLS

BOOK PRINTING
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BAKERY BAGS

PARTY BAGS

LABELS

BUSINESS ANNOUNCEMENTS

MERCHANDISE BAGS

VOUCHERS
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30, Campus Rd, Rattanapitiya,
Boralesgamuwa, Sri Lanka.

E-mail:
info@digiscan.lk

Telephone:
+94 114 308 731
+94 114 308 732

Website:
www.digiscan.lk

